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01. Overview
K·Black Hole, establishment of a sustainable business model based on
blockchain
Domestic blockchain service company KOBEA GROUP and several other global companies,
include CIS companies, are jointly pushing ahead the K·Black Hole project. The core goal of t
he project is to establish a blockchain-based sustainable business model through partnerships
with various companies.
Uzbekistan has been actively implementing human rights reform, economic opening and refor
m policies since 2017 and is fostering blockchain technology as a national industry by recogni
zing officially blockchain and cryptocurrency as one of the economic development policies. Th
erefore, KOBEA Group is going to provide the following businesses and services utilizing
blockchain with various global companies at home and abroad, using Uzbekistan as a base,
which is rapidly developing in Central Asia.

Cryptocurrency Exchange
UZNEX

UZNEX is a global cryptocurrency exchange approved by the
Uzbekistan government and supports to purchase cryptocurrencies
quickly and easily through flat currency and credit card payments.

UZMEX

The exchange specializes in cryptocurrency margin trading that
can support up to 100 times leverage. Trading history of professional tr
aders, real-time chat and multilingual counseling services are provided h
ere.

UZSTX

This is a Security Token exchange that works with state-owned compani
es to revitalize and stabilize the initial market.

UZNEX, a common exchange, is the first cryptocurrency exchange to receive a license from t
he government of Uzbekistan. Each exchange is operated in accordance with Uzbekistan gove
rnment regulations and legal conditions, and the Uzbekistan government is preparing to intro
duce a blockchain currency system across national finance. Based on this, we plan to spread
the Crypto Currency Economy system to Central Asia.
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Data Center
Mining City

We will establish a cryptocurrency mining pool Data Center (DC) in Uzb
ekistan and CIS and launch cloud mining services.

Payment & Settlement of Digital Assets
Digital Asset
Bank

Digital Asset Bank (DAB) acts as a global digital asset bank by providing

Virtual Account

Virtual Account provides virtual accounts, simple cash payments and mo

online financial services based on a strong security system.

bile kiosk services to leverage cryptocurrency into the real economy and
expand its use.

Blockchain Technology Development & Fintech
Blockchain
Project

We are going to develop and support private blockchain and cryptocurr
ency wallets for the development of blockchain and financial ecosystem,
services to comply with FATF and AML policies, and Decentralized ID (D
ID) services for non-face-to-face digital financial activities and so on.

Mobile Communication Technology
Mobile Network
Project

This is a project to build an infrastructure for mobile networks across
CIS countries and this mobile network infrastructure is a core technolog
y of the future ICT that will lead the digital economy.
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Gene
My Genome

We provide a global platform which can supply a service with which pe

Project

ople can easily identify their information through an application (APP) b
ased on human genome data.

Education
Education

We support systematic learning education in order to improve continuously

Platform

English and education levels in CIS. Training courses, training completion inf
ormation, etc. are recorded on the blockchain, and individual training
data can be efficiently managed and utilized.

Vehicle
Vehicle

Uzbekistan is the country with the biggest capacity to manufacture cars

Management

among the Central Asian countries. We will help prevent fraud in the m

Platform

arket and support a balanced economy by using blockchain across Uzbe
kistan automotive industry, including manufacturing vehicles and parts.

Supply Chain
Halal Food

We provide a service that allows people to check ‘halal certification' thr

Supply Chain

ough a smartphone app or web page by blockchainifying the main pro
cess of the halal food supply chain.
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02. Industry Trends
Uzbekistan Marketplace
Uzbekistan President Mirziyoyev declared ‘Uzbekistan's Plan for the Digital Economy Develop
ment (July 3, 2018)’ and emphasized that the development of the digital economy will be th
e main goal of the government operation. This strategy will be expanded to the “Uzbekistan
Digital Economy 2030” plan being prepared by the National Agency of Project Management
(NAPM).
The projects that the Uzbekistan government is trying to foster are related to blockchain and
cryptocurrency, and they include various areas that can attract companies' activities and inve
stments such as cryptocurrency mining, smart contracts, digital asset exchange, data manage
ment and utilization, etc. In addition, the KBlack Hole project seeks to lead the flow of the g
lobal digital economy by expanding the blockchain ecosystem with business partners related
to blockchain.

The Future of Blockchain
According to Coin Telegraph, a media specialized in cryptocurrency and blockchain, Global M
arket Insight, a market research firm, predicted that the market size of global blockchain tech
nology in 2024 would reach about 16 trillion won (about $16 billion).
The growth of this market is because companies can use blockchain to secure the efficiency
of internal processes, simplify the customer authentication process, and facilitate data utilizati
on. It is also because leading financial companies and companies in various industries are gr
adually adopting blockchain technology. Therefore, this market growth is expected to continu
e.

Establishment of National Mining Pool
According to Bitcoin.com, a cryptocurrency media, Uzbekistan announced a plan to establish
a 'National Mining Pool' in January this year. In additon to the announcement of the plan,
the National Agency of Project Management (NAPM), an agency directly responsible to the
Uzbekistan president, said the entrepreneurs operating mining pools could receive electricity
at a lower price than market prices. In this regard, NAPM not only hopes to increase the eff
iciency of Uzbekistan cryptocurrency mining through the establishment of a national mining
pool, but also emphasizes that it will ensure transparency and safety in the operation of the
industry.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Changing E-commerce Market

According to Euromonitor, which provides market research services, Uzbekistan e-commerce
market was estimated to be around $80 million in 2019, and the market grew rapidly by an
average of about 50% over the three years from 2016 to 2018. The factors that contribute to
this market growth are the continuous increase in the population, the high proportion of
young people who are good at using the Internet, and the increase in the penetration rate
of mobile telecommunications such as smartphones. The market is expected to continue to
grow to about $187 million in 2022.

Financial Industry Reform
The Uzbekistan government is driving reforms in the financial sector, including the e
ntire banking system, in accordance with the 'Continuous Growth Strategy of Uzbekis
tan Financial Industry Sector from 2017 to 2021'. In addition, as the financial advance
ment policy is implemented through active collaboration between companies, the fin
ancial sector is expected to continue to develop.
In recent years, as transactions through cards and applications other than cash are
being activated, the demand for the related technology and software such as IT solu
tions, digital assets, etc. is also increasing.

Network Infrastructure Construction Plan
Uzbekistan prime minister Abdulla Nigmatovich Aripov, who attended ‘the 8th Moscow Inter
national Innovation Development Forum’ (Open Innovations) held in Moscow, mentioned that
broadband Internet access will be provided to all social facilities (over 22,000) nationwide,
including schools, kindergartens, and medical institutions through the ‘Program for Developing
Digital Communications Infrastructure’ implemented by the presidential decree. He also emp
athized that the government planned to increase the number of mobile network subscribers
to 23 million by the end of next year.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Education
Since independence in 1991, Uzbekistan has been promoting the development of the educati
on system as a major policy. In 2018, as the Mirziyoyev government implemented education
reform, Uzbekistan introduced an 11-year curriculum and provided free compulsory education.
Currently, the percentage of school attendance of Uzbekistan is estimated to be over 95%,
and this environment has made Uzbekistan illiteracy rate near zero. On the other hand, the
private education market is growing every year because there are more than 650,000 college
entrance exam students and their competition is 10:1 on average.

Vehicles
Uzbekistan, which has the largest automobile production capacity among Central As
ian countries, has designated the automobile industry as the core of economic gro
wth, and Uzbekistan having 3.296 million people that is the largest population amo
ng Central Asian countries occupies an advantageous base for exporting automobile
s and parts to several neighboring countries such as Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyz
stan, Turkmenistan and Afghanistan. In 2019 Uzbekistan automotive industry increas
ed by an average of 30% in the total production by item such as automobiles, eng
ines and batteries compared to the previous year. This is because the Uzbekistan
government has been actively cooperating to lead the development of the automobil
e industry and to expand supply of parts.

Halal Food
Halal means 'permission' and 'approval’ in Islamic language. This is a term used to
refer to the essentials in the clothes, food, and house of followers of Islam. People
think that halal food is a food that can be eaten with confidence because it is del
icious and made through a clean process. Therefore, recently, foods made in a hal
al manner are popular all over the world.
In 2018, the Uzbekistan government issued a halal standard for halal food. The Uz
bekistan Standards Agency (Uzstandard) has approved the introduction of internatio
nal standards for halal foods sold locally, and is trying to revitalize the halal food
market through standardized halal certification and to ensure healthy and safe halal
foods.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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03. Mission

K·Black Hole project builds a virtuous cycle ecosystem using data, networks, information and
communication technology (ICT), artificial intelligence, and blockchain technology, which are c
ore elements of the 4th industrial revolution, and creates new value by linking with the afore
mentioned industries using the cryptocurrency KBH token which is a transaction means of th
e future digital economy.
We intend to contribute to expanding economic exchanges between Korea and global marke
ts by focusing on Uzbekistan and CIS* based on advanced blockchain technology at home a
nd abroad.
- Overseas advancement of domestic blockchain companies and secure competitiveness of
ic technology

domest

- Performance of the central role linking the expertise of domestic and foreign blockchain
y-University Institution Collaboration

Industr

- Construction of a global digital economy platform using blockchain, the core technology
industrial revolution

of the 4th

- Providing comprehensive technical advice for each country's 4th industrial development

policy

- Pursuit of global prosperity through increase of physical and human exchanges
- Discovery of global cooperation projects for other adjacent industries through this project
CIS – This is abbreviation of Commonwealth of Independent States. It is a federation of nations organized by the
countries in the region after the Soviet Union broke up in 1991.
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04. K·Black Hole Architecture
K·Black Hole is largely composed of application service layer, service layer, and core layer. It
will be operated by interlocking with various services organically based on the blockchain te
chnology that has the characteristics of data transparency, security, and stability.

KBH Architecture

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Application Service Layer
The application service layer is a layer on which the service provided by K·Black Hole runs. I
n general, DApps (Decentralized Applications) of companies operating in various fields such a
s payment, finance, vehicle, supply chain, and education will be operated. Users can not only
easily and simply access the blockchain using this application service layer, but they also ca
n use various services provided by K·Black Hole, including digital asset trading services UZNE
X, UZMEX, and UZSTX for cryptocurrency trading, KBH Wallet for digital asset exchange, Mini
ng City for cloud mining service, Digital Asset Bank (DAB) for online financial services, Virtual
Bank for virtual accounts and simple cash support services, and DID for non-face-to-face di
gital financial activities.

Service Layer
This is the most essential layer composing K·Black Hole and plays the role to connect the ap
plication service layer and the core layer. This supports API (Application Programming Interfac
e) to allow K·Black Hole users to access the platform and blockchain network, so many new
companies and services can easily participate in the ecosystem as a DApp in the future.
Users can analyze and learn the data collected using multiple services in the application servi
ce layer with machine learning technology, and can propose or predict new values based on
what they have learned. Furthermore, we will continue to develop and commercialize the plat
form through exchange of data and business support between our own blockchain service a
nd other companies.

Core Layer
The core layer plays the role to store and manage transparently the data generated by the
K·Black Hole platform and services. It gives importance to the data coming from users and s
tores general data in an existing database (DB). It stores releasable important information suc
h as authentication information, payment information, etc. in an on-chain blockchain network
that cannot be forged and falsified, and stores separately unreleasable information such as p
ersonal information in an off-chain blockchain network. Initially K·Black Hole utilized the Ether
eum blockchain network and distributed file system (IPFS), but it plans to operate its own bl
ockchain network through the development of its own main net or side chain in the future.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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05. Our Service
UZNEX
UZNEX is a global cryptocurrency exchange where users can easily and quickly purchase cry
ptocurrencies through fiat currencies and credit cards. Various services will be launched to sa
tisfy both novice and professional investors.

UZNEX.com

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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UZMEX
Users can expect high efficiency with small capital through margin trading, and unlike spot tr
ading, it can also generate profits in the bear market. Therefore it is popular as a risk hedge
measure. There is a “high risk high return” in this margin trading, so it requires smart judg
ment and strategies from users. UZMEX is a specialized exchange for margin trading that en
ables up to 100 times leverage. It provides a convenient and optimized environment for user
s by providing transparently trading history and strategies of profitable professional traders o
n a daily, weekly, or monthly basis for inexperienced new users and operating a customer se
rvice center 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

UZSTX
KOBEA Group Co., Ltd. is going to establish a security token exchange and for this purpose
has organized a special TASK FORCE, including UZSTX, KOBEA, EMURGO, IBH, etc..to implem
ent a legitimate Security Token Offering (STO) in UZSTX. In order to revitalize and stabilize t
he initial market of security tokens, it aims to implement the preferential STO.

Quant Trading
Quant trading is an algorithmic trading combined with artificial intelligence and refers to trad
ing through quantitative analysis techniques using mathematical models. Quant Trading of UZ
NEX will provide an ecosystem system that can produce fair results and an environment whe
re anyone can easily start trading. This service aims to be launched in accordance with the U
zbekistan's regulations and laws.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Data Center
KOBEA Group Co., Ltd. plans to establish a data center (Mining City) in accordance with Uz
bekistan's regulations and laws. A bitcoin data center with a size of 30,000,000TH/son a land
of about 100,000 pyeong has been steadily growing, and we aim to become a large
mi
ning pool at the global top 10 level. We have been working to lower the maintenance
cos
ts required to operate a mining pool, and we are going to receive electricity at a morecom
petitive price through hydro power generation. We plan to launch a cloud mining
servi
ce so that even ordinary users can easily use a certain amount of TH/s for bitcoin
mini
ng.

Cloud Mining Service

Cloud mining is a bitcoin mining process that utilizes a remote data center with share proce
ssing capacity. Users can easily mine cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum without di
rectly managing hardware by using cloud mining services.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Digital Asset Bank aims to become a global digital asset bank, and has established a strong se
curity system to securely store users' investment deposits. This plays a role of digital asset bank
as follows:

This secured relatively high financial accessibility by providing a business model with the same c
oncept as the main services provided by existing banks through the connection of Currency In/
Out with the cryptocurrency exchange.

Exchange

It is possible to exchange Stable Coins of several countries, such as Teth
er (USDT), for example. In addition, the fee is cheaper compared to existi
ng banks and it is also possible to do faster transaction.

Deposit &
Withdrawal

Deposit and withdrawal of digital assets, transaction history, and notificati
on service are provided. Users can see all their assets with just a few clic
ks.

Investment

Cryptocurrency investment service that anyone can use easily and conveni
ently is provided.

Loans

In the case of credit transactions and mortgage loans, the paper submissi
on is completely blockchained, so that the loan can be made without pa
pers and visits.

Transaction
anking

B Users can use a wide range of integrated money management services in

cluding money management, payment and settlement, trade finance, forei
gn exchange, risk management, advisory services on moneymarkets, and t
rusts.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Virtual Bank
Virtual Bank provides the following main services and creates synergies in many areas along
with the Digital Asset Bank (DAB) service described above.

Virtual Account Service

This is a service where organizations or companies with numerous customers can provide tra
nsfer only virtual accounts to customers. Transaction stability has been secured using direct c
ontracts and blockchain-based virtual account issuance systems, and real-time transaction pro
cessing allows users to confirm instantly the information of deposit details, orderers and dep
ositors. So it is possible to do quick payment.

Easy Cash Payment
It supports easy payments to your account after just simple confirmation. Users can complete
payment by verifying their personal identification number (PIN) code after registering their a
ccount at first. This is very convenient because it does not require installation of additional p
rograms or other authentication procedures and authentication certificates.
We are going to provide the payment means (Plastic, Mobile) to use freely digital assets for
off-line and on-line payments, foreign money transfers, use in ATM devices, etc. through sma
rt cards equipped with additional microprocessors, operating systems, and non-volatile memo
ry.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Mobile Kiosk Service

The mobile kiosk service is a mobile POS system that employs a turnkey solution that perfor
ms from orders to sales management using QR codes and applications.

Advantages
- Reasonable consumption through linking with bank accounts
- Order & payment through mobile or tablet instead of existing POS
- Smart order by reading QR code of table or POS

Target Customers
- A payment brand that is independent from international brands but convenient service
- A financial institution for expanding cost-effective cashless infrastructure
- A franchise that attract customers through loyalty and right/convenient payment

Expectation
-

Transparent tax collection through revenue reports
Reduction of delinquent borrower and excessive expenditure
Reduction of manpower cost and prevention of wrong orders
Reduction of existing POS implementation cost
Improvement of marketing tools based on location and transaction data

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Blockchain Project
Blockchain Company provides the following solutions for countries and companies to develop
blockchain and financial ecosystems.
We are going to develop and support private blockchain and cryptocurrency wallets for the
development of blockchain and financial ecosystem, services to comply with FATF and AML p
olicies, and Decentralized ID (DID) services for non-face-to-face digital financial activities and
so on.

Decentralized ID (DID)
This is a blockchain-based identity verification system to increase users' financial accessibility a
nd convenience, and is a distributed ID service that enables users to manage and utilize thei
r own identity information. Users can use the distributed ID technology to receive certificate
of resident register (abstract) and various certificates online without visiting a public institutio
n, open an account and perform financial tasks such as signing up for financial products wit
hout visiting a bank directly. Like this, this can be used dramatically in areas that require pro
of of identity.

White-list DB Operation
We provide the effective and economical white-list database (DB) solution to meet the requir
ements of Anti-Money Laundering (AML), Combating the Financing Terrorism (CFT), and Kno
w Your Customer (KYC) in accordance with the guidelines of Financial Action Task Force (FAT
F) when trading cryptocurrencies. The DB is built through the following process, and money l
aundering and terrorist financing are prevented based on the collected identity and blockchai
n address.

1. Citizenship
Checking residents of 11 countries (NCCTs) that are uncooperative to prevent money
laundering, such as North Korea, Iran and Iraq
2. Residency
Entering your identity information, such as account information, nationality, date of
birth,
and place of residence
3. Document
Uploading identification information, such as passports and driver's licenses
4. Certification
Confirming and verifying user’s identity based on submitted information
5. DB registration
After registering in the white-list DB through encryption of registration information,
shari
ng it with each cooperating institution and company

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Mobile Network Project

The Mobile Network Project is a project to build a nationwide mobile network infrastructure
and has the above project financing structure.

Business Concept
- Establishment of a nationwide mobile network infrastructure

Background
- The mobile communication network infrastructure is the most important ‘digital economy pr
omoter'.
- Nationwide mobile communication network prevents nation’s wealth from being leaked.

Purpose
- CIS's most competitive mobile communication network design: 4.9G
- Avoidance of redundant and over-investment (Korea case, x 3 times)
- 20,000 new high-quality technical jobs can be created.

Business Scale
- Estimated investment: 1.2 trillion (preliminary research is required)
- There is candidates to invest in Public Private Partnership.
- It takes 18 months to design and implement mobile communication network
(including 3 months of preliminary research)

Next Step
- Delegating preliminary research and financing activities

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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My Genome Project
MyGenomeBox is the world's first open platform based on genomic information. Using the '
DNA App Store' technology, which has been selected as one of the top 10 innovative techn
ologies in the world, individuals can safely store their own genomic information and continuo
usly use the stored information through various applications. We can overcome the limitation
s of the current personal genome data, which is used only for one-time information, by usin
g the technology of the MyGenomeBox, and provide a platform service that people can safel
y store their genome data and easily use anytime, anywhere. In addition, it connects various
partners and users in the genome sector to build a genome industry shared economic ecosy
stem.

B.O.B(Blockchain on Bigdata)
Education Platform

The development of Artificial Intelligence suggests an efficient management method for self-d
evelopment and learning in the field of education. We can lead future education by spreadin
g convergence education that links education and technology.
Through K〮 Black Hole's education platform, users can collect and analyze learning data, suc
h as what students know or don't know, and what subjects and areas they are capable of, a
nd then design customized learning instruction tips for individuals. In addition, users analyze
problems or deficiencies in areas where students makes a lot of mistakes through the results
of periodic exams and assignments, recommend textbooks suitable for them, and present ed
ucational curriculum.
All data including learning data, completion records, and test results created during the educ
ational course are securely stored on the blockchain-based B.O.B platform and can be easily
verified with the educational materials including transcripts, graduation certificates, and pass c
ertificates. In addition, we will open a blockchain department at the National University and
develop a curriculum specializing in blockchain technology to educate blockchain professional
personnel.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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Vehicle Management Platform
Blockchain-based vehicle management platform services are provided to improve the user's c
ar experience and to maintain the value of vehicles and parts. It took a lot of time and ef fo
rt to check genuine product certification and service history of each vehicle and parts in the
existing automobile industry. To solve this problem, we will make the decentralized automotiv
e industry partners participate in one network to ensure a faster and more efficient vehicle
management and certification process.
The network between various partners, such as vehicle repair shops, dealers, and distributors,
can prevent the information of vehicle and parts from being forged and falsified using a blo
ckchain-based vehicle management platform to ensure high reliability of vehicle authenticity a
nd vehicle history. This prevents fraud in the market and keeps the auto industry balanced.

Halal Food Supply Chain Platform

The existing halal certification is issued in the form of a general document and a certification
logo mark is made on the wrapping paper. Therefore, it can be said that there is a limit fo
r managing the validity of certification because anyone can easily forge. To solve this proble
m, we are going to build and provide the entire process including halal certification processi
ng, issuance, verification, etc. with a blockchain-based digital asset management (DAM) syste
m.
Consumers in the final stage can check the history of the relevant halal food using a simple
QR code scan, and also check the post-management status required after certification such a
s expiration date and product packaging.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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05. Token Model

K·BlackHole Coin (KBH), a cryptocurrency issued by the K·black Hole project, can be used for
various services described above, and its use will be steadily expanded through agreements
with companies. In addition, even if existing companies have built a business model using cr
yptocurrency, Atomic Swap will be supported to be used together.
Atomic Swap is also called ‘Coin Swap’, which acts as a bridge that can exchange cryptocurr
ency existing in other networks directly without using an exchange. By using this, existing ser
vices operated on different blockchain platforms can be shared, so more users can flow in n
aturally and token liquidity can also be secured.
The token supply terms for users is applied differently to each platform and the entity operat
ing the service. In some cases, it is only possible to use and access. This is because the K·Bl
ack Hole project provides various services of many companies as well as a single service.

KBH Foundation | Copyright2020. All rights reserved.
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06. Token Matrix
The basic information of the token is as follows.
Token Name

K BlackHole Coin

Token Symbol

KBH

Technology Base

Ethereum (ETH) ERC-20

Total Issuance

4,000,000,000 KBH

The token issuance plan and lockup information are as follows.
AirDrop
Team members and advisors

Presale

7%

15%

3%
Marketing support

10%

Liquidity supply

10%
Token
Distribution

20%

Business expansion partn
ers

35%

Affiliates and payments

Affiliates and payments (35%)

Business expansion partners (20%)

Marketing support (10%)

Team members and advisors (3%)

AirDrop (7%)

In the case of payments of cooperating exchanges and companies, removal of lock by
agreement
When the project is determined, removal of lock when distributing quantity according to
the terms of the contract
Cost support for marketing work and distribution of proportions and removal of lock
according to expansion projects / As of 2020, removal of 50% lock every year
Team member 1.5% / Advisor 1.5%, lock removal 10% monthly after 2 years.
Rewards for marketing companies, presale airdrop, and airdrop volumes for user
activation/ Removal of lock 10% per month starting in the third quarter of 2020

Presale (15%)

Removal of lock 10% per month starting in the third quarter of 2020

Liquidity supply (10%)

Deposit volume in listing and reserve volume for market stabilization
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The plan for using funds is as follows:

Platform development

25%

Content expansion & promotion

13%

Marketing

7%
Funds
Usage
License

25%

30%

Service development & mainten
ance

Service development & maintenance
(30%)
License (25%)

Platform development (25%)
Content expansion & promotion
(13%)
Marketing (7%)

Use of funds for project service operation and maintenance

Use of funds to obtain the required licenses when conducting business.

Use of platform development funds to support various services

Use of funds to expand and promote project content

Use of funds for project marketing agreements
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07. Roadmap
2020

1Q
Launching UzNEX

2Q
Launching Data Center

3Q
Launching My Genome Project

2021
1Q
Launching Block chain project
Launching Virtual bank

2Q
Launching Mobile network project
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08. Team
KOBEA GROUP

Charles Lee
CEO / Chairman
-

Chief Director of Korea Occupational Development Evaluation Service
CEO of multicultural TV
Head of LG Fashion Marketing Team Random House Korea Expert member
AIESEC Korea Committee Chairman
Head of Business Division of LG U+ Co., Ltd.
Levi’s Korea
Unilever Korea
French Chamber of Commerce Dunkirk Promotion

Ishida Shogo
Board member of KOBEA GROUP
- CEO, QRC Group
- CEO and Founder, BPM Ltd
- Marketing Director, Quanta

Takayama Norihisa
Board member of KOBEA GROUP
- CMO, Wowoo Exchange
- Founder, Le Chiffre Capital Ltd
- General Manager, RGF HR Agent Hong Kong Ltd

Jong-Wook Kim
Vice President of KOBEA Data
-

CEO of DOWOO D&C Co., Ltd.
CEO of Sejong IBC
Suhyup Bank Investment Advisory Committee
KB Real Estate Trust Redevelopment Project Implementation Cooperation
Committee
- Head of development department of Poonglim Industrial Co., Ltd.
- Advisory Committee for Urban Renovation Project in Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do
- Public Relations Officer, Korea Housing Association
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Chang-Kwon Lee
Vice President of KOBEA Group
-

CEO of TWO AND UP China
Cosmax China Platform Business Manager
CEO of Well Communication Korea
Director of headquarters of RE:CIPE Co., Ltd.
LG U+ Co., Ltd. Marketing Team
Advisor, KOTRA Shanghai Trade Building
Strategic Planning Director of Amapolar Co., Ltd.
CEO of Yuma Airlines Co., Ltd.

Jong-Won Kim
Vice President of KOBEA
Vice-President of the Korea-Uzbekistan Economic Committee
- Maven Education CEO
- Director of Pagoda Foreign Language Academy

Khurshid Khudaiberdiev
Uzbekistan legal part advice
-

Uzbekistan NAPM legal adviser under direct presidential control
Uzbekistan NAPM chief specialist under direct presidential control
Senior legal advisor for Uzbekistan ministers and Cabinet
Head of Uzbekistan Department of Justice
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KOBEA GROUP UzNEX Team

Jung-Han Gwon
Technical Leader
- Expertise in blockchain
- Exchange core
- Exchange matching engine

Kyung-Sup Lee

Ju-Heung Lee

Jung-Min Park

Project planning &
coordination

Exchange design

UI/UX designer

Yong-Kyu Park

Suk-Tae Yun

Dong-Wook Jeon

Expertise in exchange daemon
/ API design

API development

Frontend part leader
/ Mobile development

Gwang-Jung Heo

Nino Villaflor

Ramce Concepcion

Mobile development

Javascript, HTML5 development

Javascript, HTML5 development
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Dilfuza Gapirova

Kyoung-Min Cho

Baltaeva Rushana

Finance Manager

CRM Manager

Marketing Manager

Khavdarov Sarvar

Hui-Man Jang

Margarita Nastina

CS Manager

Operation Manager

CS service

Aleksandra Son

Islyam Kabirov

Davronbek Mirsoatov

CS service

CS service

CS service
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Advisor & Partner

Sung-Joon Park
Blockchain Senior Advisor
- Director, Blockchain Research Center, Graduate School of International Information Security,
Dongguk University
- CEO of BCCURE Co., Ltd.
- Base technology team leader of Korea Internet & Security Agency (KISA)
- National Standards Committee of TTA Blockchain Field
- Seoul Blockchain Advisory Committee
- Head of Blockchain Open Forum Technology Development/Information Protection Division,
under the Ministry of the Future
- Chairman of the Information Protection Research Committee of the Korean Blockchain Society under
the Ministry of the Future
- Blockchain Future Task Advisory Group of National Security Research Institute
- Expert Committee for Mid-term Planning Establishment for Intelligent Government of the Ministry of
Government Administration and Home Affairs
- Blockchain National Roadmap Working Committee of 2016 Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning

Yuji Akaba
KOBEA GROUP Representative Advisory Committee
-

Shareholder and an advisor of Infinity Blockchain Holdings based in Singapore
Managing Director, Breakthrough Partners of Infinity Blockchain LAB
Partner at McKinsey & Company, spending 14 years

Se-Yong Roh
Advisory Committee
-

CEO of Union Mobile
Managing Director of LG Electronics
Managing Director of LG U+
Managing Director of LG Electronics
CEO of Elynet

Ken Kodama
KOBEA GROUP Representative Advisory Committee
- Founder, EMURGO
- Certified financial planner - provided life planning consultation and
financial products
- Embarked on the Cardano project with Michael Parsons and Charles
Hoskinson
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Eui-Sig Yang
Advisory Committee
-

Chairman of AMFOC Organizing Committee
Chairman of the Organizing Committee of the Asian Model Festival
Invited Professor, Graduate School of Seokyeong University
Director of Korea Foundation for International Cultural Exchange
Chairman of Korean Pop Culture and Arts Industries Federation
Professor of Model Acting, Seokyeong University

Dae-Hea Ko
Advisory Committee
-

CEO of KOR TOP Media
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA), Seoul National University
MBA, Seoul National University
Former CEO of KORTOP Media
Aura Media Senior Producer
Former CEO of Olive9

Sang-Cheol Shin
Advisory Committee
-

CEO of EDGC
Co-CEO of EDGC
CEO of Mygenomebox
Development Committee of Cultural Design Management Major of Yonsei University

President of Gyeonggi Skating Union
Industry-University Cooperation Committee of Incheon University

Hiroyuki Enomoto
KOBEA GROUP Representative Advisory Committee
- Founder, Infinity Blockchain Holdings Pte Ltd
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Igor Telyatnikov
KOBEA STO Advisory Committee
- Co-Founder, President & Chief Operating Officer. AlphaPoint Corporation
- Managing Director of Cvetlo
- LiftDNA, a digital ad exchange platform focused on managing
online publishe. OpenX.

Adam Vaziri
KOBEA STO Advisory Board
- Blockchain lawyer.
- Chairman, QRC.
- CEO, Blockpass IDN.

Takahiro Hoshi
KOBEA GROUP Advisory Board
- Manager, EMURGO
- Product Launch and Business Development, Recruit Jobs
- Program Manager, NTT Data Getronics
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09. Partner
CARDANO
ADA Coin with the 12th largest market capitalization is a 3rd
generation public blockchain and complete open source. CA
RDANO which performs these large-scale projects is our part
ner.

https://www.cardano.org/en/home/

EMURGO
EMURGO, which serves as a top-level accelerator and ventur
e capital not only in the Cardano ecosystem, but also in the
blockchain and crypto industries, is our strategic partner.

https://emurgo.io/en

Wowoo
Singapore's Wowoo Exchange is our strategic partner.

https://www.wowoo.exchange/
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Infinito Wallet
Infinito Wallet selected as a Binance DEX service wallet is
our technical partner.

https://www.infinitowallet.io/

QRC GROUP
This company is our partner that supports investments,
technologies and services related to blockchain and RegTech.

https://www.qrc.group/
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Disclaimers
Please read carefully all the information in the disclaimer of this white paper. If you are not sure about your
future action, we recommend that you seek advices from experts in areas such as law, finance, and taxation.

Legal Notice
This white paper has been distributed with the purpose of just reference for general matters related to the K·
Black Hole project at the time of writing, and this may be reviewed and amended so it should be noted tha
t this is not the final version. Therefore, this white paper may be updated on occasional basis, and the infor
mation written on it may be modified due to changes in business operations, financial conditions, etc.

Restriction of Distribution & Dissemination
The distribution and dissemination of all or part of this white paper may be prohibited and restricted by the
laws or regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction. If any restrictions are applied, you should be aware of the
restrictions deriving from the possession of this white paper, seek advices on the law, etc., and comply with t
hem. K·black Hole TEAM is not responsible for these matters.

Exclusion of Liability
K·Black Hole Coin and K·Black Hole Platform related services are provided 'as it is' and 'as much as possible'.
K·Black Hole TEAM and its affiliates do not expressly or implicitly guarantee or explain the accessibility, qualit
y, suitability, accuracy, adequacy, completeness, etc. of the K·Black Hole Coin and K·Black Hole platform and r
elated services, and they also specify that they don’t take any responsibility for the related errors, delays, omi
ssions, or actions taken depending on it.

Warning for Future Predicting Statements
The specific expressions stated in this white paper contain forward-looking statements regarding the future, fu
ture events and prospects of this project. These things are not statements based on historical facts, but are c
onsidered as expressions similar to the words such as ‘plan,’ ‘estimate,’ ‘belief,’ ‘expectation,’ ‘prospect,’ ‘anticip
ation’ etc. Other presented materials, interviews, and videos other than this white paper may include these fo
rward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained in this white paper include, but are not li
mited to, the future results, performance, and achievements of K·Black Hole and its affiliates.

No Advice
Any information contained in this white paper is not considered as an advice on business, law, finance or taxa
tion for K·Black Hole Coin, K·Black Hole platform or its affiliates. We recommend that you seek advices on m
atters such as K·Black Hole Coin, K·Black Hole platform & its affiliates, and related businesses & their operatio
n, from other experts of law, finance, tax, etc. Financial risk deriving from the purchase of KBH Token has no
time limit.
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